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[R] - ITEM IS RESTRICTED 104-10076-10398
SECRET 122216Z
SDOM INFO DIR CITE WAVE 8964
DYVOJR JIPALM
13DEC63 IN 79651

REFS A. WAVE 85661
B. SDOM 2503 (IN 745599) *

1. DETAILS EMSHAM-1 TRANSFER SDOM BEING POUCHEO SDOM FOR
YOUR CONSIDERATION.

2. FOR DIR ONLY: REQUEST ODVERSE SEKTEAL BE CONTACTED PER
PARA 3 REF A RE ISSUANCE I-512 BY WAVE ODVERSE WHICH WILL PERMIT
EMSHAM-1 REENTER PBPRIME WITHOUT CHANGE STATUS.

SECRET

C/S COMMENT: *STATED THAT IF EMSHAM-1 WILLING BE A COVERT SOURCE AND
WITH TALENT AND INCLINATION FOR EXTSIVE REPORTING COVERT INFO, STATION
VERY INTERESTED.
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